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Estimates of the treated prevalence of bipolar disorders by 
mental health services in the general population: comparison 
of results from administrative and health survey data

Abstract 

Introduction: Informed provision of population mental health services requires accurate 
estimates of disease burden. 

Methods: We estimated the treated prevalence of bipolar disorders by mental health services 
in the Calgary Zone, a catchment area in Alberta with a population of over one million. 
Administrative data in a central repository provides information of mental health care 
contacts for about 95% of publically funded mental health services. We compared this 
treated prevalence against self-reported data in the 2002 Canadian Community Health 
Survey: Mental Health and Well-Being (CCHS 1.2).

Results: Of the 63 016 individuals aged 18 years plus treated in the Calgary Zone in 
2002–2008, 3659 (5.81%) and 1065 (1.70%) were diagnosed with bipolar I and bipolar 
II disorder, respectively. The estimated treated population prevalence of these disorders 
was 0.41% and 0.12%, respectively. We estimated that 0.44% to 1.17% of the Canadian 
population was being treated by psychiatrists for bipolar I disorder from CCHS 1.2. 

Discussion: For bipolar I disorder the estimate based on local administrative data is close to the 
lower end of the health survey range. The degree of agreement in our estimates reinforces 
the utility of administrative data repositories in the surveillance of chronic mental disorders.

Introduction

Accurate estimates of the disease burden 
of mental disorders in the population are  
necessary to provide adequate mental health 
services. Traditionally, estimates of the preva-
lence of mental disorders in the general 
population have used data from health 
surveys carried out either in person and/
or by telephone. However, such health  
surveys suffer from a number of short-
comings. For example, the 2002 Canadian 
Community Health Survey: Mental Health 

and Well-Being (CCHS 1.2),1 which estimated 
the prevalence of mental disorders and the 
use of health services, relies on self-report 
data rather than on professional diagnosis. 
Though this data is obtained by trained 
personnel through face-to-face interviews, 
it is subject to recall bias; hence the possible 
value of estimates based on other sources 
of data. 

In Canada, the public health care sector 
provides the majority of health services, 
including treatment for addictions and 

mental disorders. Detailed information on the 
recipients of health services are captured 
in various administrative datasets. This 
information is easily accessible, and its use  
for research purposes is cost effective.2 Such 
databases provide a “real-world” perspec-
tive on treatment of mental disorders that 
generalize to the actual practice of providing 
mental health services. Further, administrative 
datasets can provide precise estimates of 
treated prevalence and avoid the recall bias 
of health surveys.3 As such, they can con-
tribute significantly towards increasing the 
capacity for national health surveillance.4

Administrative data on mental health has 
been used to research the effects of system 
changes on service use and quality of care,5 
variations in treatment practices across set-
tings,6 performance measurement including 
adherence to best practices,7 predictors of 
service utilization,8 determining the propor-
tion of the general population with mental 
disorders who receive treatment,9,10 the 
cost effectiveness of mental health services,11 
place-based population health research2 
and long-term evaluation of changes in the 
use of psychiatric emergency services.12

The Calgary Zone is one of five defined 
catchment areas for the province of Alberta. 
All public health services in Alberta are 
under a single governing body called Alberta 
Health Services (AHS). The Calgary Zone 
covers a geographic area of 39 000 square 
kilometres and has a population of over 1.3 
million inhabitants. It includes one large 
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urban city (Calgary) and several smaller 
cities and towns including Banff, Airdrie, 
Okotoks and Canmore. The Calgary Zone 
provides a wide range of adult addiction 
and mental health services including 
specialized inpatient treatment in three 
large urban hospitals, day hospital services, 
outpatient programs including one clinic 
that specializes in bipolar disorder, and 
community outreach programs. People with 
bipolar disorder can access any of these 
services at no personal cost. 

The use of a central data repository created 
by linking administrative data from separate 
information systems is an innovative way 
of deriving period prevalence estimates for  
treated mental health conditions. It is a 
different approach to that taken by most 
record linkage studies in Canada, for which 
family doctor visits or hospitalizations are 
the primary patient encounters. The data 
repository maintained in the Calgary Zone 
links data from the entire spectrum of psy-
chiatric services, including inpatient, day 
hospital, outpatient, and community outreach 
programs. As such, this data repository 
is unique, although it does resemble the 
now defunct Kingston Psychiatric Record 
Linkage System.13 The majority of research 
using administrative data is conducted on 
acute care service users. However, many 
people with mental disorders never require 
hospitalization or emergency psychiatric 
care. Physician billing records are also limited 
for estimating the prevalence of specific 
mental disorders; in Alberta, physicians 
are required to submit only the first three 
digits of the ICD-9* code that identifies 
the patient as having either a depressive 
or bipolar mood disorder, for example.  
In addition, alternative relationship plans 
may preclude access to physician billing data 
since these plans replace fee-for-service 
billings. For example, in a multidisciplinary 
setting physicians may be paid through 
sessional arrangements that do not require 
submission of a diagnostic code as part of 
a fee-for-service submission or they may 
not be required to submit a fee-for-service 
billing at all.

Bipolar disorders can be devastating; they 
usually begin in early life and are associ-
ated with a high risk of suicide.14 Bipolar 
I disorder is characterized by one or more 
manic or mixed episodes that may or 
may not be accompanied by one or more  
episodes of major depression.15 Symptoms 
of mania include flight of ideas or racing 
thoughts, inflated self-esteem, decreased 
need for sleep, talkativeness and irritabil-
ity. Bipolar II disorder is characterized by 
hypomanic episodes that, in contrast to 
manic episodes, are not severe enough 
to cause marked impairment in social or 
occupational functioning, or result in hos-
pitalization. In order to meet DSM-IV-TR† 
diagnostic criteria for bipolar II disorder, 
there must also be one or more episodes of 
major depression.

Whereas it is often proposed that bipolar  
disorders are underdiagnosed, some authors 
postulate the opposite.16 One controversial  
proposal is to lower the threshold for 
diagnosis of bipolar disorder, which would 
substantially increase estimates of its preva-
lence.17 Either way, it is apparent that there 
is a need to evaluate the actual prevalence 
in real world treatment. 

The purpose of our study is to compare 
estimates of the treated prevalence of  
bipolar disorders from CCHS 1.2 and the 
mental health service data repository  
of the Calgary Zone.

Methods

This study is based on data from two sources. 
National estimates of the treated prevalence 
of bipolar disorder I in the general population 
came from CCHS 1.2. We compared these 
estimates to the calculated treated prevalence 
for both bipolar I and II disorders from 
administrative data in the Calgary Zone. In 
terms of physician type, the administrative 
data covers various mental health services 
(see below), but not general physicians (GPs). 
To be able to compare the 2 datasets,  
we restricted our analysis of CCHS 1.2 to 
psychiatrists alone.

National mental health survey

CCHS 1.2 has been described in detail 
elsewhere.18 Briefly, conducted in 2002, 
CCHS 1.2 was a population-based, cross-
sectional survey designed to monitor the 
mental health of Canadians and their 
need and use of mental health services. 
Statistics Canada obtained a nationally 
representative sample of individuals aged 
15 years or older in 2002 that did not include 
individuals from the three territories, armed 
forces, Aboriginal populations, or living in 
institutions or in some remote areas; the 
response rate was 77% (n = 36 984). In the 
majority of cases, trained personnel conducted 
face-to-face interviews, with telephone 
interviews being conducted when this was 
not possible. 

We received approval to access the CCHS 
1.2 Master File from the Social Sciences 
and Humanities Research Council, and 
accessed these data at the Statistics 
Canada Prairie Regional Research Data 
Centre at the University of Calgary. Ethical 
approval for access was acquired from 
the University of Calgary Conjoint Health 
Research Ethics Board.

Assessment of bipolar I disorder in CCHS 1.2 
is based upon the diagnosis of manic or 
mixed episodes in accordance with DSM-
IV-TR diagnostic criteria.13 The specific 
questions on mania were based on a World 
Mental Health version of the Composite 
International Diagnostic Interview (WMH-
CIDI)19 modified for CCHS 1.2 and were  
delivered by trained interviewers. Respondents 
were not asked if they have bipolar disorder. 
Instead, they were asked series of ques-
tions. Algorithms were then used to assess 
this disorder depending on the answers 
received. Two algorithms were used to 
determine if manic episodes occurred in 
either the last year (12-month prevalence) 
or during the respondents’ lifetime (lifetime 
prevalence). Separate questions asked 
whether a GP or psychiatrist was treating 
their disorder.

To calculate the treated prevalence of bipo-
lar I disorder in the Canadian population, 

*International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 9th Revision
†Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition, Text Revision.
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we cross-tabulated the raw CCHS 1.2 
data and calculated population estimates 
with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). (Note 
that CCHS 1.2 did not survey bipolar II  
disorder.) These estimates and CIs were 
both weighted and bootstrapped, using 
sampling weights and replicate bootstrap 
weights provided by Statistics Canada, to 
compensate for complex sampling proce-
dures. For example, small provinces were 
oversampled so the impact of these results 
on the national estimate has to be reduced 
accordingly, i.e. given less weight. Since 
the sample size of bipolar cases in CCHS 
1.2 was insufficient to create a separate, 
reliable estimate for the province of the 
Alberta, we used the national prevalence 
estimates as a surrogate. While there is no 
reason to believe that prevalence estimates 
vary substantially across Canada, research 
has shown regional differences in mental 
health service use,20 and these would influence 
estimates of treatment prevalence. 

Administrative data

The administrative records of mental health 
service users in the Calgary Zone are 
maintained in a central data repository. 
All these users had been seen by a mental 
health professional (psychiatrist, psychiat-
ric nurse, psychologist or social worker) 
licensed in Alberta to conduct diagnostic 
evaluations. For each service user there is 
a minimum dataset consisting of a unique 
lifetime identifier (ULI), referral source, 
admission and discharge dates, length of 
stay, program enrolment, age, gender, 
postal code, mental health diagnoses based 
on DSM-IV-TR nosology, and disposition 
at discharge. Records are extracted from 
over 95% of the mental health informa-
tion systems used to provide services to 
adult, child and adolescent, geriatric and 
Aboriginal clients, and then linked into 
the central database; the remaining 5% of 
users engage in services in which complete 
data may not obtained from the client 
because of the nature of the service (e.g. in 
some crisis or outreach services the clients 
are not formally enrolled and ULI is not 
obtained). Based on the postal codes, the 
majority of mental health service users live 
within the Calgary Zone.

We defined cases of bipolar illness from 
the administrative dataset based on the 

following criteria: (1) the patient was formally 
registered in a mental health service in the 
Calgary Zone; these services included 
inpatient services, day hospitals, psychiatric 
emergency services, outpatient clinics, and 
community outreach programs; and (2) 
the most responsible diagnosis (MRD) 
recorded for the registration was bipolar I 
or II disorder; the MRD represents the main 
reason the patient was admitted to the 
program in question. This case definition 
excluded patients treated by other health 
care workers for medical care unrelated 
to their bipolar condition (e.g. dietary 
consultation) and one-time visits to other 
professionals for non-specific social issues 
(e.g. housing). Most patients registered in 
mental health have multiple diagnoses. 
The presence of other diagnostic codes in 
the health record did not exclude patients 
as long as bipolar I or II disorder was 
listed as the MRD. We were concerned 
about including secondary (i.e. not MRD) 
diagnoses as these may often have been 
recorded as a “rule out” diagnosis on certain 
visits. In all mental health services, diag-
nosis is made based on comprehensive 
clinical assessment, although the specific 
interview tools and other assessment 
instruments vary across programs. 

The Calgary Zone does not have a long-term 
psychiatric institution although it does 
have long-term care facilities for geriatric 
patients. Data from these facilities are not 
linked to the central data repository for 
mental health services; as a result, elderly 
people with bipolar illness who live in 
nursing homes are not represented in our 
estimate of treated prevalence unless they 
had accessed one of the services covered.

We obtained aggregate estimates of the 
treated prevalence of bipolar disorders from 
the Information and Evaluation Unit in the 
Calgary Zone. These analyses were per-
formed “in house” as part of the functioning 
of these units and did not require ethical 
approval. Results from the administrative 
database are expressed as a mean with 
95% CI, and are not weighted since they 
are not samples.

All the data we present here are for indi-
viduals 18 years and older. 

Results

The basic demographics of the study popu-
lations are shown in Table 1. In CCHS 1.2, 
364 and 890 respondents scored positive in 
the 12-month and lifetime bipolar I algo-
rithms, respectively. The higher proportion 
of women compared to men reflects the 
higher percentage of female respondents in 
CCHS 1.2; the prevalence of bipolar I disor-
der has been estimated to be equal in men 
and women in this survey.21 Data from the 
Calgary Zone are very similar to that for 
CCHS 1.2 as assessed by lifetime criteria. 
In the case of the Calgary Zone, however, 
treated prevalence was sex dependent: 
significantly more men than women were 
being treated for bipolar I disorder, while 
the opposite was true for bipolar II disorder, 
with almost two-thirds of treated patients 
women. These discrepancies suggest dif-
ferential help-seeking between the two  
disorders by gender.

Stratification by age group (Table 1) shows 
that the four study populations were similar 
in terms of age distribution. The only clear 
exception is the somewhat younger popu-
lation that screened positive for 12-month 
bipolar I disorder in CCHS 1.2 when compared 
to the other 3 groups. 

We used administrative data from the 
Calgary Zone to estimate the treated preva-
lence for both bipolar disorders as 0.41% 
and 0.12% for bipolar I and II disorders, 
respectively (Table 2). 

Data from CCHS 1.2 enabled us to estimate 
the proportion of Canadians with bipolar I 
disorder who sought help for their condi-
tion. (Bipolar II disorder was not included 
in the survey.) We made both 12-month and 
lifetime estimates since these might be 
expected to bracket our 7-year administra-
tive data estimate. These 12-month and 
lifetime estimates were 0.44% and 1.17% 
respectively (Table 3). 

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, we are 
the first to investigate the consistency of 
self-reported treatment rates with actual 
administrative records for a specific mental 
health disorder.
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A key element of this study is the use of 
data repository rather than physician billing 
data. Our results indicate that the population 
survey estimate of the proportion of people  
with bipolar disorder who self-report receiving 
treatment from a psychiatrist approximates 
the treated prevalence estimate derived from  
actual administrative records of mental health 

service users. The congruence of these 
estimates is an important finding and has 
implications for future prevalence studies: 
using administrative data could be a cost-
effective and accessible way of accurately 
estimating prevalence of a disorder in  
general population.

Since we were unable to account for patients 
who were receiving treatment by GPs and 
not psychiatrists, the question arises as to 
what proportion of patients in the Calgary 
Zone are being treated only by GPs. Using 
data from CCHS 1.2 on respondents that 
screen positive for bipolar I disorder, we 
estimated the prevalence of lifetime bipolar 

TABLE 1 
Characteristics of bipolar patients in the general population of Canada, 2002, and the Calgary Zone, 2002–2008

Canadaa 
(2002)

Calgary Zoneb 
(2002–2008)

Bipolar I 
(12-month estimate)c 

(n = 364)

Bipolar I 
(lifetime estimate)d 

(n = 890)

Bipolar I 
(n = 3659)

Bipolar II 
(n = 1065)

Mean percentagee (95% CI)

Men 42.2% 
(35.2–49.3)

46.1% 
(41.6–50.5)

53.7% 
(52.1–55.3)

38.5% 
(35.6–41.4)

Women 57.7% 
(50.7–64.8)

53.9% 
(49.5–58.4)

46.3% 
(44.6–47.9)

61.5% 
(58.6–64.4)

Mean age, years 34.8 
(33.0–36.5)

38.7 
(37.6–39.9)

40.0 
(39.5–40.5)

39.5 
(38.7–40.3)

Age distribution in yearse (95% CI)

18–24 26.5% 
(19.9–33.1)

17.2% 
(13.5–20.9)

17.0% 
(15.8–18.2)

14.4% 
(12.3–16.5)

25–44 49.9% 
(42.7–57.0)

48.0% 
(43.4–52.6)

48.4% 
(46.8–50.0)

52.0% 
(49.0–55.0)

45–64 23.7% 
(17.7–29.6)

33.1% 
(28.8–37.4)

27.8% 
(26.3–29.2)

29.8% 
(27.0–32.5)

65+ —f 1.7% 
(0.8–2.6)

6.8% 
(6.0–7.6)

3.8% 
(2.7–5.0)

Abbreviations: CCHS 1.2: 2002 Canadian Community Health Survey: Mental Health and Well-Being; CI, confidence interval; n, sample size. 
aDerived from CCHS 1.2. 
bDerived from 2002–2008 Calgary Zone administrative data repository. 
cOne or more episodes in the preceding 12 months. 
dOne or more lifetime episodes.  
ePercentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
fSample size is too small for release; Statistics Canada forbids the release of small cell sizes due to confidentiality concerns.

TABLE 2 
Treatment by psychiatrists of bipolar I and II disorders in the population with mental health disorders, Calgary Zone, 2002–2008

Number of adults with bipolar 
disorder, 

n

Percentage of mental health patients 
with 

bipolar disordera, 
% 

(95% CI)

Treated prevalence of 
bipolar disorder in the Calgary Zoneb, 

% 
(95% CI)

Bipolar I 3659 5.81 
(5.63–5.99)

0.41% 
(0.40–0.42)

Bipolar II 1065 1.70 
(1.59–1.79)

0.12% 
(0.11–0.13)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; n, sample size. 
aDenominator is 63 016, i.e. the number of adults diagnosed with a mental disorder, 2002–2008. 
bDenominator is 894 905, i.e., the estimated population of the Calgary Health Region aged 18 years and older at the mid-point between 2002 and 2008.
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I disorder in respondents aged 18 years and 
over to be 2.39% (95% CI: 2.19–2.60%)‡ 
and the proportion treated by GPs alone to 
be 0.46% (95% CI: 0.35–0.57%). In actuality, 
a higher proportion of respondents (1.17%; 
Table 3) receive psychiatric care, and hence 
the proportion of patients receiving psychi-
atric care is 72%, i.e. [1.17/(1.17 + 0.46)] 
x 100. This suggests that the data repository 
has captured the majority (about 70%) of 
patients under medical care for bipolar I 
disorder in the Calgary Health Region.

What proportion of patients with bipolar 
disorders is not being treated by either a 
GP or a psychiatrist? From CCHS 1.2, we 
estimate that 0.73% (95% CI: 0.62–0.84%) 
of respondents with bipolar I disorder are 
not under medical care. Individuals with 
mild variants of bipolar disorder may not 
require treatment; others may have clinically 
significant disorders that could benefit 
from treatment, but issues such as fear  
of stigma or limited access to specialized 
care stop them from accessing treatment. 
These alternatives obviously have impor-
tant implications; it is likely that the availa-
bility of a variety of sources of information 
will help to distinguish between these 
possibilities. Survey data can estimate 
the proportion of a population that has a 
diagnosable disorder, whereas a treated 
prevalence is restricted to the proportion 

actually receiving treatment. These results 
indicate that administrative data may pro-
vide a valuable perspective on the treated 
prevalence of bipolar disorder. 

A limitation of health surveys is that they 
rely upon self-report. On the other hand, 
administrative data provide an objective 
assessment of actual treatment received. 
For mental disorders that are relatively 
infrequent in the population, administrative 
data can provide substantially more cases 
for analysis than survey samples.3 This 
was evident in the present study in which 
the sample of bipolar I cases obtained 
from administrative data sources was 
substantially larger than the sample from 
a national mental health survey (Table 1).

Researchers have questioned the quality of 
administrative data, particularly regarding the 
coding of diagnoses.22,23 Local re-abstraction 
studies for inpatient encounters24,25 suggest 
that the Calgary Zone’s coding practices 
are reliable. Although sensitivity rates vary 
considerably by medical condition, speci-
ficity rates in Calgary have been found 
to be 99% or better across all conditions 
examined (i.e. in nearly every case, the 
most responsible diagnosis on record for the 
inpatient encounter was verified by an 
independent medical expert). We acknowl-
edge that there is limited research on the 

validity of mental health diagnoses in 
administrative data. 

It should be noted that we may have over-
estimated actual treated prevalence since 
some individuals may contact a physician 
but not receive treatment. For this reason the 
term “contact prevalence” may be preferable  
when estimating the prevalence of an  
illness from administrative data sources.26

Limitations

A limitation of our study is that we were 
unable to assess the proportion of bipolar 
patients being treated by those private psy-
chiatrists (about 30%) who do not have 
an affiliation with the psychiatric services 
in the Calgary Zone. Taken together these 
considerations suggest that the actual 
treated prevalence of bipolar disorders by 
psychiatrists in the Calgary Zone (Table 2) 
is even closer to the national-survey–based 
estimates (Table 3). 

Second, CCHS 1.2 did not include Aboriginal 
peoples or those living in institutions. 
These individuals cannot be removed 
from the data repository so this limits the  
comparison of administrative data to that 
from CCHS 1.2.

Another limitation of CCHS 1.2 is that the 
criteria for bipolar I disorder do not fully 

‡This differs slightly from the prevalence of 2.2% reported by Shaffer et al.21 because their result was for all respondents aged 15 years and over.

TABLE 3 
Treatment of bipolar Ia disorder by psychiatrists based on CCHS 1.2, 2002, Canada

Prevalence estimates

12 months Lifetime

Number of survey respondents, n:

Overall 34 946b 34 921b

Who screened positive for bipolar I 357c 880c

Who were being treated for bipolar I 171 430

Percentage of those who screened positive for bipolar I who receive psychiatric treatment 48.7%d 
(41.8–55.6)

49.8%d 
(45.1–54.4)

Percentage of CCHS respondents who receive psychiatric treatment 0.44%d 
(0.36–0.52)

1.17%d 
(1.02–1.33)

Abbreviations: CCHS 1.2: 2002 Canadian Community Health Survey: Mental Health and Well-Being; CI, confidence interval; n, sample size. 
aBipolar II disorder was not included in CCHS 1.2. 
bNumbers less than the full number of CCHS 1.2 respondents (36 984) due to missing data. 
cNumbers lower than those shown in Table 1 due to missing data. 
dWeighted estimate.
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conform with DSM-IV criteria. The latter 
requires manic symptoms to be present for 
7 days unless hospitalization is required.15 
Meanwhile, CCHS 1.2 requires manic 
symptoms to be present for 4 days, reducing 
the specificity compared with that obtainable 
by strict DSM-IV criteria. This considera-
tion may in part explain the higher esti-
mate of treatment of bipolar I disorder 
from CCHS 1.2 data relative to our local 
administrative data.

In summary, we found a significant degree 
of agreement between estimates of treated 
bipolar I disorder in local administrative data 
and national survey data. This observation 
reinforces the potential utility of adminis-
trative data repositories in the surveillance 
of chronic mental disorders.
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